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Ref: 1. BSNL No.3-13/2O02-SEA dated 7.4.2OI2

2. Our letter No.AIBSNLOA /CHQl2013l54 dated 17ft August 2012

R/Madam,
we would like to draw your kind attention to our lettef dated 17e August

2Ol2 (copy enclosed) wherein we had submitted our views on the proposed

amendment to BSNL AO RR -2002 stating that "at present large number of JAos'

who are working as regular JAO since the year 2000 and completed more than 12

years of their service as JAO, are awaiting their first functional promotion in BSNL.

Introduction of LDCE at this stage, therefore, will cause a serious blow to their

career growth and invite further stagnation. we strongly feel that such type of

amendment in AO RR, if considered unavoidable, should be made applicable only

after promotion of all the eligible JAos. The required eligibility condition for

promotion from JAo to AO is just 3 year of regular service as JAO and at present

enough vacancies are also available in BSNL to accommodate all these JAOs. Hence

we feel that the on-going preparations and processes for holding DPC for promotion

to AO, CAO and DGM (F) should be completed and all the vacancies in these grades

existing on date should be filled first and then the consultation process on the

proposed amendment should commence."

2. We had also mentioned that ""Equal treatment of Accounts & Finance wing

and the Telecom Operations wing, aiming at common HR policy is welcome, but the

glitches associated with the LDCE in Telecom wing - the failure to hold the LDCE

regularly every year, the resultant seniority issues and consequent court cases - are

to be sorted out before attempting to adopt the concept in the Accounts & Finance

wing. The intrbduction of LDCE for promotion to Accounts officer will put a

complete halt on BSNL's promotion strategies in Accounts & Finance wing also even

in seniority cum fitness quota, as it will divide the existing executives of BSNL in
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sub groups as per their individual interests and they are likely to engage themselves
in these subgroups and plead their cases before the administration and courts."
3. While the sihration prevailing in August 2Ol2 in respect of filling tJre existing
AO vacancies by promoting the eligible JAOs has not changed, it is learnt that the
Management is going ahead with getting the approval of the competent authorier for
the amendments proposed in the AO RR - 2002.
4. We once again request that, any amendment to AO RR - 2OO2, providing
LDCE for promotion to Accounts Officer grade should be applicable only in respect
of future vacancies and after completing the process of promotion to AO grade
which has been initiated long back.

with kind regards' 
Yours sigqerely,-.\:->{
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